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Welcome!
At NYU Steinhardt, we believe that the

Classrooms, libraries, computer facilities, and

successful professional—in applied psychology,

residence halls are located around New York

art, communication, education, health, and

University’s Washington Square campus

music—understands that education can be an

in historic Greenwich Village. With tree-lined

instrument for positive change in our world

streets and 19th-century town houses, the

and the means through which the quality of

Village offers a quiet contrast to the bustle of

life for all people can be enhanced. We strive

New York City. For our students, its art

for preeminence in advancing knowledge,

galleries, theatres, and jazz clubs add another

creativity, and innovation at the crossroads of

dimension to living and learning at NYU.

human learning, culture, development, and
well-being. Through rigorous research and
education, both within and across disciplines,
the School’s faculty members and students
evaluate and redefine processes, practices, and
policies in their respective fields and form
a global as well as community perspective,
to lead in an ever-changing world.

Planning for Your Studies
There is much to choose from at NYU Steinhardt. Faculty and administra-

Don’t let finances stand in your way. New York University makes graduate

tive advisers will help you tailor a program to match your academic and

study possible by providing a financial aid package and helping you to

professional goals. In many of our programs, you can study full or part

identify other sources of funding. Scholarships (full time and part time),

time, in the daytime or evening. Some programs use summer as a regular

fellowships, assistantships, work-study, student loans, and scholarships for

semester and offer a full complement of courses. Intensive study options,

students from underrepresented groups are available through the

as well as our unique graduate study abroad programs, are also available.

Steinhardt School.

Art and Art Professions

VISUAL CULTURE AND EDUCATION

M.A., M.F.A., Ph.D.

Ph.D. only: Provides advanced research oppor-

Childhood and Early Childhood
Education

tunities in the vital new area of visual culture.

M.A.

STUDIO ART

Concentrations: Visual Culture-Theory: A

The childhood program offers teacher certi-

M.F.A.: Provides a richly diverse course of

criticism- and theory-based approach to

fication for grades 1 through 6 with an optional

study that bridges media to educate artists as

the field; Art Education: Designed for those

extension for grades 7 through 9; the early

broadly as possible and beyond the boundaries

students looking to use the visual culture

childhood program offers teacher certification

of a specific medium. Students learn to navi-

approach in art education.

for birth through grade 2.

theory. Studio areas include photography and

ART THERAPY

Counseling and Guidance

new media; painting; drawing; print; sculpture;

M.A.: Combines the visual arts with psy-

M.A.

and craft media.

chotherapy and is approved by the American

Trains guidance counselors in grades K

Art Therapy Association. Graduates meet the

through 12. Graduates are eligible to take the

M.A.: Summer Program: Provides unique

academic requirements for New York State

national examinations to become a national

opportunities for professional artists and edu-

licensure as a creative arts therapist.

certified counselor.

gate the juncture of practice, history, and

cators to expand their creative potential and

Concentrations: School Counseling, K through

refine their skills in an intensive course of

Arts Administration

study. During three intensive summer sessions

M.A.: Performing Arts Administration

(in New York or Venice), students immerse

Prepares leaders in performing arts institutions

themselves in developing their work.

who serve in general management, marketing,

Counseling for Mental Health
and Wellness

12; Bilingual School Counseling, K through 12

development, programming, long-range planART EDUCATION

M.A.

ning, board and volunteer development, and

M.A.: Combines art education with a strong

Prepares graduates to enter the field of

organizational goal formation.

mental health counseling and work in a broad

studio and art history component. The

spectrum of settings, including community

M.A. program offers teacher certification for

M.A.: Visual Arts Administration

all grades.

agencies, university counseling programs,

Offers both nonprofit and for-profit manage-

mental health centers, hospitals, HIV and

ment training for galleries, auction houses,
VISUAL CULTURE

AIDS outreach programs, and substance abuse

independent consultants, museums, and

M.A.: Costume Studies: Developed as the first

treatment centers. Graduates meet the aca-

cultural institutions.

demic requirements for New York State

curriculum of its kind in the United States, this

licensure as a mental health counselor and are

program offers an interdisciplinary curriculum

Bilingual Education

on the history of costume and textiles in its

eligible to take the national examination to

M.A., Advanced Certiﬁcate, Ph.D.

broadest aesthetic and cultural context.

qualify as a national certified counselor.

The M.A. and advanced certificate programs

M.A.: Theory: An interdisciplinary curriculum

offer current teachers who already have

Counseling Psychology

certification a bilingual extension.

Ph.D. only

that explores modern and contemporary art

Scientist-practitioner model for preparing pro-

practice in the context of social and cultural

Business Education

history.

fessional psychologists. Underlying principles

M.A., Advanced Certiﬁcate

include a focus on a developmental under-

Unique program committed to the study of

standing of clients; a commitment to a health

effective adult educational support strategies

and wellness model of intervention; and an

for a city and national level workforce. Focuses

appreciation of the gendered, cultural, class,

on the global issues of workplace education by

and institutional context of people’s lives as

creating a dialogue between the educational

these affect both clients and counselors.

and the business communities.

ART AND ART PROFESSIONS

M E D I A A N D C O M M U N I C AT I O N

MUSIC

Dance Education

Educational Leadership

M.A., Ed.D., Ph.D.

M.A., Advanced Certiﬁcate, Ed.D., Ph.D.

Environmental Conservation
Education

Provides professional development in the theo-

Prepares students for leadership positions in

M.A.

ry and practice of dance education for

education at the school, district, state, and

Explores the relationship between our eco-

teachers, administrators, performing artists,

national levels and for positions in continuing

system and public policy, communications,

and research scholars in the fields of dance

education in business and industry.

the arts, and science.

and education. Facilitates the development of

Concentrations: School Building Leader (M.A.);

creative and critical thinking abilities and

School District Leader (Adv. Crt.)

emphasizes the integration of the mind and

Foreign Language Education
M.A.

body in the context of cultural practices. M.A.

Educational Psychology

Offers teacher certification in Chinese, French,

offers teacher certification for all grades or an

M.A.

German, Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Latin,

optional concentration in ballet pedagogy with

Offers an interdisciplinary approach to educa-

Russian, or Spanish for grades 7 through 12 with

the American Ballet Theatre.

tion and applied psychology. Incorporates

optional extension for grades 5 through 6. Also

human development, research, and practical

offers dual certification in foreign language and

Drama Therapy

exposure to psychology.

TESOL as well as a noncertification program.

M.A.

Concentrations: General Educational

One of only a few programs in the country that

Psychology; Psychological Measurement and

Higher and Postsecondary Education

combine course work in educational theatre,

Evaluation

M.A., Ph.D.

educational and clinical psychology, counsel-

M.A.: Encompasses broad themes in the his-

ing, and related arts therapies. Graduates meet

Educational Theatre

tory and development of higher education

the academic requirements for New York State

M.A., Ed.D., Ph.D.

both in the United States and abroad, and

licensure as a creative arts therapist.

The only academic program in the United

includes the study of colleges as institu-

States leading from bachelor’s to doctoral

tions; student learning and development;

Education and Jewish Studies

degree. Emphasizes the applications of theatre

the profession of student affairs; research

Ph.D.

in a range of community and educational set-

and assessment methods; access to higher

Prepares researchers and practitioners for

tings, with concentrated study in drama

education and diversity; and the theory and

leadership positions in a wide range of Jewish

education, applied theatre, and play produc-

practice of leadership.

educational settings, such as schools, informal

tion for artists and educators. M.A. also offers a

education programs, community organizations,

unique dual certification program with social

Ph.D.: Prepares professionals for research, uni-

curriculum agencies, foundations, and universities.

studies education.*

versity teaching, policy leadership, and college

Educational Communication and
Technology

Elementary Education

equity; state and federal policy; student devel-

Ph.D.

opment; workplace learning; and institutional

M.A., Advanced Certiﬁcate, Ed.D., Ph.D.

Individualized, flexible doctoral program that

development and assessment.

Prepares professionals for leadership roles in

may focus on curriculum development, teacher

the design and production, evaluation, and use

education, multicultural education, early child-

History of Education

of educational materials and environments for

hood education, innovations in schooling, and

M.A., Ph.D.

various technologies and is concerned with this

specific content area foci such as literacy and

Prepares students for careers in teaching and

work as it applies to many content areas, types

numeracy education.

administration at both the high school and

administration. Embraces issues of access and

postsecondary levels, in policy analysis, or in

of learners, and settings in which media and
technology are used for educational purposes.

English Education

the management of nonprofit organizations,

M.A., Ph.D.

especially philanthropic foundations.

The M.A. program offers teacher certification
for grades 7 through 12 with optional extension
for grades 5 through 6; the Ph.D. program prepares advanced researchers in the field.
*Pending approval by New York State Department of Education.

NUTRITION AND FOOD STUDIES

O C C U P AT I O N A L

THERAPY

S O C I A L S T U D I E S E D U C AT I O N

International Education

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY

Nutrition and Food Studies

M.A., Advanced Certiﬁcate, Ph.D.

M.M., Ph.D.*: Prepares professionals for posi-

M.A., M.P.H., M.S., Ph.D.

Prepares teachers, administrators, and educa-

tions in music production, recording, mastering,

tors to work effectively in multicultural and

and editing, as well as the allied music indus-

NUTRITION AND DIETETICS

international settings.

tries, including film scoring, software

M.S., Ph.D.: Trains professionals for careers as

development, game audio, and sound design.

dietetic practitioners or administrators in
health care, community, and private practice

Literacy
M.A.

MUSIC THERAPY

settings; as food industry specialists in public

Offers certification programs in literacy at two

M.A.: Provides a unique combination of

relations, media, or product development; and

levels: birth through grade 6 and grades 5

advanced clinical training in counseling with

as nutrition educators in schools, colleges,

through 12. For those who already hold a base

topics in music therapy and in music theory

health care, community, or corporate wellness

certificate.

and methods. Graduates meet the academic

programs.

requirements for New York State licensure

Concentrations: Clinical Nutrition or Foods

as a creative arts therapist.

and Nutrition

The M.A. program offers teacher certification

MUSIC PERFORMANCE, MUSIC THEORY,

FOOD STUDIES

for grades 7 through 12 with optional extension

AND COMPOSITION

M.A., Ph.D.: Focuses on professional activities

for grades 5 through 6; the Ph.D. program pre-

M.M., Ph.D.: Provides professional performance

related to food, food preparation, and food

pares advanced researchers in the field.

and composition training with related academ-

behavior such as developing, preparing, mar-

ic study in a spirit of openness and innovation

keting, and evaluating food, food products, and

Media, Culture, and Communication

that encourages the pursuit of high artistic

meals; researching and writing about foods,

M.A.

goals enriched by interdisciplinary ideas.

food products, meals, and diets; and examining

Mathematics Education
M.A., Ph.D.

the social, economic, cultural, and behavioral

Prepares students to understand and
analyze culture and communication environ-

Instrumental Performance: (brass, woodwinds,

factors that have influenced food consumption

ments and to become acquainted with key

strings, percussion) all styles including jazz.

practices and patterns in the past and present.
Concentrations: Food Culture or Food Systems

debates and scholarship in communications,
media studies, and related fields.
Ph.D.: Media Ecology/Culture and Communica-

Piano Performance: Classical and jazz with
option for classical pianists to specialize in

PUBLIC HEALTH NUTRITION

collaborative piano performance.

M.P.H.: Prepares health professionals for
careers in domestic or international public

tion: Prepares scholars who are interested in
investigating complex media environments.

Vocal Performance: specializations in classical

health nutrition.

voice or music theatre.

Occupational Therapy

Music and Music Professions
M.A., M.M., Ed.D., Ph.D.
MUSIC BUSINESS

Music Theory and Composition: all styles from

M.S., M.A., D.P.S., Ph.D.

traditional to electronic with optional special-

Offers entry-level training as well as

ization in scoring for film and multimedia.

postprofessional training in advanced
occupational therapy.

M.A.: Offers professional preparation in music
marketing, artist management, and concert

Doctoral Study in Performance and

promotion.

Composition: opportunities for advanced study

Philosophy of Education

and research across numerous areas including

M.A., Ph.D.

MUSIC EDUCATION

theory, instrumental performance, vocal perfor-

Explores the critical understanding of broad

M.A., Advanced Certificate, Ed.D., Ph.D.:

mance, composition, and jazz.

conceptual and normative issues in education

Offers three options that prepare music educators for positions in schools or colleges and
universities.

and the human service professions.

For further information about graduate programs and admissions,
financial aid, and on-campus housing, contact
New York University

TELEPHONE :

Steinhardt School of Culture, Education,

E - MAIL :

212-998-5030

and Human Development

or go to steinhardt.nyu.edu

steinhardt.gradadmissions@nyu.edu

Office of Graduate Admissions
Joseph and Violet Pless Hall
82 Washington Square East, 3rd Floor
New York, NY 10003-6680
V I S U A L C U LT U R E

Physical Therapy

School Psychology

M.A., D.P.T., Ph.D.

Ph.D., Advanced Certificate

Speech-Language Pathology and
Audiology

Offers an entry-level Doctor of Physical

Prepares professors and researchers for acade-

M.A., Ph.D.

Therapy (D.P.T.) for nonphysical therapists,

mic settings and certified school psychologists

The M.A. program leads to New York State

as well as advanced M.A., D.P.T., and Ph.D.

to work in public or private schools or in com-

licensure and/or the Certificate of Clinical

degrees for current practitioners.

munity mental health and hospital settings.

Competence from the American Speech-

Psychological Development

Science Education

leads to New York State certification in teach-

Ph.D. only

M.A.

ing students with speech and language

Provides a strong foundation in developmental

Offers teacher certification in biology, chem-

disabilities. The Ph.D. program is available to

theories and research from a life-span perspec-

istry, or physics for grades 7 through 12.

practicing professionals seeking advanced

Language-Hearing Association (ASHA). It also

course work and research.

tive. Examines individual and environmental
influences at multiple, nested levels on the

Social Studies Education

development of infants, preschoolers, children,

M.A.

adolescents, and adults, especially in urban

Offers teacher certification for grades 7

Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages (TESOL)

environments.

through 12 with optional extension for grades

M.A., Advanced Certiﬁcate, Ph.D.

5 through 6. A unique dual certification in edu-

For those seeking to teach English to speakers

cational theatre is also available.*

of other languages. Includes both teacher

Psychology and Social Intervention

certification and noncertification tracks. Also

Ph.D. only
Prepares action scientists for diverse roles in

Sociology of Education

offered with a dual certification option with

academia and social research who can under-

M.A., Ph.D.

foreign languages. Includes both 15-credit

stand, transform, and improve the contexts and

Students learn to apply sociological analysis to

postbachelor’s and 30-credit post-master’s

systems in which humans develop across the

education-based issues for careers in a variety

advanced certificate.

life span. Has a strong emphasis on analysis

of education and policy settings including

and prevention of psychological, social, educa-

youth and community service organizations;

Teaching and Learning

tional, and health problems, as well as on the

research, evaluation, and policy organizations;

Ed.D., Ph.D.

promotion of well-being in these domains from

and government agencies.

Prepares scholars and practitioners in such

a systems perspective, including organization-

Concentrations: Educational Policy; Social and

areas as teaching and teacher education; cur-

al, community, and policy levels.

Cultural Studies of Education

riculum design and evaluation; educational

Public Health

Special Education

M.P.H., Ph.D.

M.A.

For students who seek graduate training in

Prepares teachers for positions working with

Workplace Learning

planning and evaluating programs designed to

students with and without disabilities. Dual

Advanced Certiﬁcate

promote health and prevent disease in diverse

certification programs allow students to obtain

A unique postbaccalaureate program for

population groups.

certification in childhood or early childhood

experienced practitioners, educators, and

Concentrations: Community Public Health;

education as well as special education.

consultants in corporate settings who

reform; and public policy as it affects teaching
and learning.

International Community Health; Public Health

seek an integrated curriculum in workplace

Nutrition

learning.

New York University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution.
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*Pending approval by New York State Department of Education.

A glimpse into what’s new
FAST TRACK

EDUCATION

Specially designed for recent college graduates

• Concentration in ballet pedadgogy with

and career changers, these top-ranked programs lead to initial teacher certification and

American Ballet Theatre NEW!
• Dual certification program in Educational

allow students to complete their degree in
four consecutive semesters of full-time study,

Theatre and Social Studies* NEW!
• Joint degree in Teaching French as a

including summers. Special housing and

THE ARTS, MEDIA, AND
TECHNOLOGY
• Ph.D. program in Music Technology* NEW!
• Educational Communication and Technology
• Visual Culture
• Media, Culture, and Communication

Foreign Language* NEW!

financial aid packages are available.

• Concentration in Teaching Mandarin NEW!

FINANCIAL AID OPPORTUNITIES

• Childhood Education

• Education Policy (Sociology of Education)

• Catherine B. Reynolds Foundation Program

• Childhood and Special Education

• Social and Cultural Studies of Education

(14 months)

(Sociology of Education)

• Early Childhood Education
• Early Childhood and Special Education
(14 months)

Excellence: available for teacher shortage

HEALTH
• Ph.D. program in Psychology and Social

• English Education

Intervention NEW!

• Foreign Language Education

• Counseling for Mental Health and Wellness

• Mathematics Education

• Licensure in Creative Arts Therapy

• Science Education

available in Art Therapy, Drama Therapy,

• Social Studies Education
• TESOL

in Social Entrepreneurship
• New York City Partnership in Teacher

or Music Therapy
• ADA-approved dietetic internships

areas of mathematics, science, Spanish,
and English as a second language
• Jewish Foundation for Education of Women:
available for women interested in teaching
mathematics or science
• Newton Fellowship in partnership with Math
for America (www.mathforamerica.org)
• HBCU/HSI and Tribal Colleges Scholarship
• NYU and Deans’ Opportunity Scholarships

Visit us online at
steinhardt.nyu.edu/teachlearn/fasttrack
for details.
*Pending approval by New York State Department of Education.

Unique Opportunities for Global Study
NYU Steinhardt has been offering study abroad opportunities to its students

CAMPUS SECURITY REPORT

for over 30 years. Students enrich their studies with a global dimension in such

New York University’s annual Campus Security

programs as the following:

Report includes statistics for the previous three

• Arts Administration in the European Context in Utrecht, the Netherlands,

years concerning reported crimes that

and Vienna, Austria
• Community Health: A Society in Transition in Cape Town, South Africa
• The Global City and Media Ethnography: Practice-Led Transcultural
Research and Media Practice in Dublin, Ireland
• Global Music Management in London, England
• Literacy Teaching and Learning: Effective Schools for Cosmopolitan
Democracies in London and Oxford, England

occurred on campus, in certain off-campus
buildings or property owned or controlled by
NYU, and on public property within or immediately adjacent to the campus. The report also
includes institutional policies concerning campus security, such as policies concerning sexual
assault, drugs, and alcohol. You can obtain a
copy of the current report by contacting the

• Italian Cuisine and the Mediterranean Diet in Florence, Italy

Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs,

• Media and Globalization: The Asian Experience in Hong Kong and Beijing

Kimmel Center, 60 Washington Square South,

• Special Topics in Counseling: Cross-Cultural Counseling in Puebla, Mexico

Suite 601, New York, NY 10012-0103, 212-998-

• Youth Theatre, Applied Theatre, and Theatre of the Oppressed in

4403; the NYU Department of Public Safety,

London, England; Dublin, Ireland; and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

7 Washington Place, New York, NY 10003-6614,
212-998-1451; or by visiting the following Web

Visit steinhardt.nyu.edu/studyabroad to learn more.

site: www.nyu.edu/public.safety/policies.

New York University—
one of the nation’s preeminent urban research

Our school’s involvement with this great city

universities—draws scholars from around

further enriches your studies. In our

the world and offers you access to the finest

search to find solutions to society’s most

facilities and the best minds. The student body

pressing problems and to improve the quality

of our school—motivated men and women

of life in our nation’s inner cities, we meet

from diverse academic, professional, and

challenges head-on. Students are invited to

cultural backgrounds—reflects our location

join faculty members in ﬁeld-based research

in a vibrant, cosmopolitan city. A world center

and collaborative projects with our city’s

for business, arts, and media, New York City

public schools, community groups, and health

is also home to the nation’s most culturally

care facilities. We invite you to explore the

diverse public school system, leading hospitals

wide range of possibilities for graduate study

and health care facilities, and international

available to you at NYU Steinhardt and to

service organizations. Opportunities for

choose your path for making a difference

internships, fieldwork, and professional

in our world.

networking are unmatched.

